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Instructions :
(1)
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Fillup strictly the details of signs on your answer book.

Name of the Examination:

T. Y. B. C. A. (SEM. 5)
Name of the Subject:

PHP MYSQL : PAPER - 501

-Subject Code No.: 3 | 7 6 1 1 I -Section No. (1,

(2) Do not change options.
(3) Figures on right indicate

1 Answer the following in
(i) What is difference between single quote string literal and 

double quote string literal in php.
(ii) What is use of header ( ) function ?
(iii) How functions are created in php ?
(iv) Explain the terms 'Die' and 'Return'.
(v) What are the different ways to retrieve the data in the 

It set of MYSql using php ?
(vi) What is use of isset ( ) function ?

Discuss1 different ways of commenting php code.

he following : 
ive the difference among the following : (any three) 

Require and include 
Unlink and unset 
GET and POST
Include ( ) and include_once ( )
Static variable and global variable.
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(b) Discuss the following functions with example : 
(any four)
(i) fmod
(ii) rand
(iii) is_writable
(iv) fread
(v) rtrim
(vi) strcmp

Answer the following :
(a) Discuss different operators available i
(b) Discuss the Super Global variables

OR
(b)

8

How array are created in PHP 
sorting functions of an arra:

4 Answer the following :
(a) How file can be uploade 

example.

14
7
7

any three

14
hp ? Explain with an

&) What are Cookies ? Explain how Cookies are Set, View 
and Del

(b) What is Si ion ? How variables are handled in 7
sessions.

wer the following :
(a) Discuss any five Date functions of php.

Write a php Script to list data in the table.
OR

>) Write a script for login page with validation.
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